RIVER AND WEATHER CONDITIONS

Prepared for the Pittsburgh Waterways Association Meeting 01/08/2020
National Weather Service Forecast Office, Pittsburgh PA
For the latest river and weather forecasts--http://www.weather.gov/pittsburgh

WEATHER RECAP

January was a very warm and wet month, though more of the precipitation fell as rain versus snow. As a result, we are
currently running a deficit on snow across a good part of the region.
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Pittsburgh Forecast:

OUTLOOK

Rest of the week: A wintry mix will transition rapidly to rain this evening as a low pressure system crosses the region.
Rainfall will be heaviest overnight, changing back over to snow as a cold front crosses Thursday. Snow showers will then
be possible through the first half of Friday. Temperatures will swing from above to below normal through the weekend with
the return of arctic air, albeit briefly. Precipitation will range from 1.00-1.50”, with most of this falling Thursday.
Week of Feb 17th: Active and “warm” period persists. Another system early in the week will likely keep rivers elevated.
Week of Feb 24th: Remaining above normal for temperature and wetter than normal.
Outlook for March: Temperatures near or slightly above and continued wet weather.
Mar-Apr-May Outlook: Temperatures are projected to remain above normal, with above average precipitation for much
of the Ohio Valley.
May-Jun-Jul Outlook: Above normal temperature and precipitation looks to persist.

HIGH WATER POTENTIAL

Streamflows are running well above normal in Monongahela, Allegheny, and upper Ohio rivers. An inch of rainfall could
bring rivers bank full. High flows are anticipated to continue given forecasted systems through next week.

Average Yearly precipitation Pittsburgh: 38.19 inches. In 2020: 5.57 (+1.92)
Totals for: 2019: 52.46” (+14.27); 2018: 57.83” (+19.64); 2017: 42.15”; 2016: 35.01”; 2015: 40.56”; 2014: 36.84”; 2013:
36.65”; 2012: 41.74"
Average Yearly snowfall Pittsburgh: 41.9 inches. 2019-20: 17.9” (-8.3); 2018-19: 36.6” (-5.3); 2017-18: 59.8” (+17.9);
2016-17: 32.0” (-9.2), 2015-16: 29.6” (-12.3) 2014-15: 47.2“; 2013-14: 63.4“; 2012-13: 57“; 2011-12: 37“; 2010-11: 57“;
2009-10: 77“

7 Day rain forecast

https://www.weather.gov/pbz/rivermon

https://www.weather.gov/erh/mmefs

